Abstract
Introduction
Wireless ad-hoc networks based on an unstructured self organising peer to peer architecture consist of nodes communicate among each other without a fixed base stations are of important applications in battlefield communications, disaster recovery and unmanaged civilian environment. Many routing protocols for wireless ah-hoc network have been proposed in the literatures in recent years. Current research has had considerable focus on routing around local minima, but with limited success. Given the availability of affordable Global Position System equipped devices, location-aware routing provides a promising foundation for developing feasible solutions for routing in ad-hoc network. More research efforts are called for investigating efficient and practical solutions for routing in ad-hoc wireless network, in particular for a solution to route around local minima in sparse network based on informed decision. In this paper, we survey existing approaches geography routing protocols for ad-hoc network. This paper provides a comparison of current geographic routing protocols for ad-hoc networks and a classification of the protocols by the strategies they use to deal with local minima. These include geographic aided routing protocols, protocols using flooding and backtracking at local minima, protocols using face traversal of planar sub graph, protocols using waypoints approaches, power aware strategies, and stateless geographic routing.
Geographic routing protocols
Geographic routing protocols (based on geographic forwarding) have the advantage that they do not maintain routing tables or require route discovery. This reduces processing, complexity, memory and bandwidth because forwarding decisions are based on the location of the destination and the location of immediate (directly connected) neighbors. Geographic routing protocols do not need to converge before routing is possible and scale better than standard non-geographic routing protocols in wireless network topologies. In dense networks geographic routing offers a low overhead scalable solution to routing using only local information (if used in conjunction with a scalable destination node location service). However, geographic routing is less suited to sparse networks (with irregular shaped voids and outer boundary) due to instances of local minima in the geographic forwarding process and the lack of global information to make appropriate routing decisions.
To deal with the issue of routing around local minima geographic routing protocols consist of a primary geographic forwarding strategy, in addition to a secondary recovery strategy which is used
Geographic forwarding strategies
The fundamental routing strategy employed by geographic routing is geographic forwarding. In dense networks without voids and with regular shaped outer boundaries geographic forwarding can achieve guaranteed delivery. However any irregularity that creates the situation where there is no node closer to the destination (local minima) will cause the forwarding strategy to fail. Most reviews of geographic routing protocols incorporate geographic forwarding strategies in with routing strategies; however, this article considers that any ad-hoc network may have irregularities causing geographic forwarding to fail, so geographic forwarding is considered to be a component a practical geographic routing protocol.
The majority of geographic routing protocols uses Greedy forwarding, which forwards packets to the neighbor that is closest to the destination. However two alternate strategies have been proposed which are Most Forward within Fixed Radius R (MFR) [3] and Compass Routing (DIR) [12] as shown in Figure 1 . 
Greedy forwarding
Greedy forwarding [13] selects the next hop as the node closest to the destination. Because Greedy makes the largest possible movement towards the destination it will in most cases follow the shortest path. In sparse networks traversing to the node closest to the destination may involve some sideways deviation which could set the packet on a deviant path and there is no intelligent behavior or global knowledge available to avoid this situation.
At local minima Greedy forwarding is generally restricted from any backwards movement (away from the destination) to eliminate the possibility of looping. Flooding within a limited radius of N nodes is proposed as a recovery procedure at a local minimum. However, flooding even within a limited radius increases the bandwidth overhead. Another characteristic of Greedy forwarding is that it allows a packet to move to a node that is beyond the destination if that node is closer to the destination than the previous node.
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MFR
Most Forward within Fixed Radius R (MFR) [3] forwards packets to the neighbor within a set radius of the current node (not the route source) that makes the most forward progress (or the least backward progress) along the line drawn from the current node to the destination. Progress is calculated as the cosine of the distance from the current node to the neighbor projected back onto the line from the current node to the destination. Although typically reviewed as MFR, the authors suggest that it be implemented as Most Forward within N (MFN), which selects the next hop from the closest of N nodes, where the optimal value of N was found to be 7. It is important to note that this research focused exclusively on optimal transmission range, and the forwarding of a packet at a single node, with no consideration of the traversal of a packet along the entire path. MFR (or MFN) is not suitable for use as a geographic forwarding strategy as it is susceptible to looping. Because progress is measured from the current node to the destination, limiting progress to the forward direction only would not eliminate looping. Another disadvantage of MFR is that while a packet can progress towards the destination according to the measure of forward progress, it can continue to move away from the destination even though there are nodes that are physically closer or on a more direct trajectory. The authors discuss options to extend the basic forwarding strategy using backtracking when packets reach a local minimum and cannot move forward. However backtracking is shown in later studies to introduce routing loops [2] .
Compass routing (DIR)
Compass Routing (DIR) [12] selects the neighbor on the closest angle to the destination. This results in a packet following the most direct trajectory from the source to the destination. Because Compass forwarding is not limited to traversal in the forward direction, it has the advantage that it can, in limited circumstances, successfully progress around a boundary where the path moves away from the destination. This can result in a higher rate of path completion, but has the disadvantage that it makes Compass forwarding susceptible to routing loops. The authors further propose that delivery can be guaranteed using face traversal of disjoint regions, where a packet is forwarded around one side of each face until the packet reaches the further edge of the face that intersects the line from the source to the destination. From this point the packet traverses the next face in a similar manner until the destination is reached.
The Random Compass algorithm [14] has been proposed for use as a routing strategy in convex planar sub graphs. This strategy selects the next hop randomly between the two nodes on the closest angle to the destination which are on either side (clockwise and anticlockwise) of the line from the source to destination. This algorithm has been shown to work for all convex subdivisions. A variation, Greedy-Compass [15] was also proposed which selects one of the two nodes which is at the minimum distance from the destination. The ability of Compass forwarding to progress around a boundary where the packet may move away from the destination is illustrated in Figure 2 (a). With Greedy forwarding, the packet will traverse from A to B where it would be dropped as no node exists that is closer to the destination. Using Compass forwarding the packet will traverse from A to the node on the closest compass setting to the destination B. From B it will traverse around the boundary C, D, E, F and then to the destination as shown. Figure 2 (b) illustrates how Compass forwarding can result in a routing loop. In this example the packet will traverse from the source at A to B and then C as per the previous example. At C, D (not E) is on the closer compass heading to the destination and so the packet will traverse to D then to B, and will continue to loop around the path B, C, D until the packet is dropped. 
Other forwarding strategies
Other strategies have been proposed that aid in the management of congestion when forwarding packets. The Random Progress Method [16] proposed forwarding packets to a random neighbor from among those that are closer to the destination. The random selection of the next hop offers the advantage of distributing the traffic load, however in comparison to the previous geographic forwarding strategies this approach does not use any measure of progress to differentiate any single candidate next hop as better than another.
Review of geographic routing protocols
Geographic routing research in general focuses on improvements in route completion rates at local minima, in addition to minimising the power requirements and control overhead so that the advantage of geographic forwarding can be realised in a practical routing protocol. There are approaches that guarantee delivery and those that address problems using a probabilistic approach. For those that guarantee delivery a number of approaches are proposed for recovery at local minima including depth first searches and breadth first search strategies. The most popular approach is that of face traversal of a planar subgraph.
Geographic aided routing protocols
Geographic aided routing protocols use the location of the current node and the destination to enhance the functionality of conventional ad-hoc routing strategies. Location Aided Routing (LAR) [10] is an on-demand routing protocol that uses the last known position of the destination node and its velocity to limit the flooding of route requests towards the destination. Flooding is limited to an area between the source and a circle, calculated around the destination, with its center at the last known position and a radius which is determined by the node's velocity. This improves the efficiency of the underlying on-demand protocol but still suffers the problem of scalability and latency associated with on-demand strategies.
Distance Routing Effect Algorithm for Mobility (DREAM) [11] is based on the flooding of data without the prior establishment of a route. Messages are flooded into an area limited in a similar manner to that used in LAR. However, the use of directional flooding of data packets, as opposed to flooding of route requests in LAR, incurs additional bandwidth overhead. LAR has a small additional overhead of maintaining and distributing destination node velocity. This allows more accurate prediction of node location than DREAM. The main disadvantage of LAR over DREAM is that it is an on-demand protocol and therefore has the disadvantage of the latency involved in the query response (search) process for all routes and the overhead of route maintenance when the route is broken. This does provide an improvement on non-geographic ad-hoc on-demand routing strategies but at the cost of the additional overhead of maintaining destination node locations and velocities.
Both LAR and DREAM employ flooding which is not a scalable mechanism for geographic routing. These protocols, like DIR are based on direction. To target guaranteed delivery they must allow packets to move backwards at a local minimum. However backward progress without global knowledge or memorisation of path nodes and traffic may result in looping and will therefore not provide guaranteed delivery.
Flooding and backtracking (searching) at local minima
Failure at a local minimum can be addressed using a search strategy to find an appropriate route. Flooding is a breadth first search and backtracking is a depth first search. Both these strategies were investigated in GEographic DIstance Routing (GEDIR) [2] which uses the Greedy forwarding strategy proposed by Finn [13] along with alternate recovery strategies.
To allow a packet to move through local minima, GEDIR does not include the current node in the distance calculation and permits a packet to backtrack in the reverse direction (away from the destination) if no forward node is available. To prevent looping the packet is not permitted to be passed
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Colin Lemmon, Siu Man Lui, Ickjai Lee from the neighbor back to the previous node. This addresses single hop looping but a packet may loop back via an alternate path making it unsuitable for practical application. Two variations on GEDIR [2] were proposed to address the backtracking problem. These include flooding at local minima (f-GEDIR) and maintaining 2-hop neighbor information to predict and avoid local minima (2-hop GEDIR). f-GEDIR was found to be effective at the expense of increased control overhead while 2-hop GEDIR was an improvement but still allows 2+ hop loops. A multi-path version c-GEDIR is also proposed to add reliability. f-GEDIR also seeks to reduce the incidence of local minima. Nodes that are concave flag this to their neighbors who drop them from their neighbor candidate list for that destination. This was shown to improve the performance in the tests performed; however, concave nodes do not flag local minima on indentations on the outer boundary and do not always flag local minima on the inner boundary. The flooding option is not an optimal solution and multipath may add reliability but may also cause interference and contention which can reduce bandwidth. The above strategies seek to address the problem of local minima with local knowledge only -without any extra processing, memorisation, latency, control overhead or global knowledge of the network topology. This is in keeping with the simplicity of the geographic forwarding, however uninformed decisions at a local minimum require considerable bandwidth for flooding or ad-hoc undirected searches that do not seek optimal paths and are prone to looping.
In a more structured approach the Geographic Routing Algorithm (GRA) [7] proposes a flooding algorithm (breadth first search) but also proposes an alternative a depth first search. When a local minimum is reached a depth first search route discovery process is initiated to find a path all the way to the destination (not just to a point beyond the local minimum). The next hop is selected as the neighbor that has the lowest combined distance from source to the neighbor plus the neighbor to the destination. Looping is avoided by inserting node path information into the packet so that nodes are not revisited if alternate neighbors exist (otherwise the packet can backtrack) and the local minimum node ID is removed from the packet path list. Nodes cache routing information and progressively build up routing tables from the discovery procedures to improve efficiency and reduce unnecessary searches. These tables are then used in place of geographic forwarding when cached route information is available. This strategy is effective for static environments but suffers the latency inherent in on-demand searches, and has the additional problem of defining and managing stale route information.
All of the search strategies are heterogeneous and the full searches provide guaranteed delivery and optimal routes around local minima. However flooding (breadth first search) is not a scalable solution for ad-hoc wireless environments. Reactive searching adds unwanted latency but caching of routes may alleviate this, although managing the aging of information may be problematic. Memorisation of routes around local minima does not involve the magnitude of information as conventional table driven approaches and so may not be a problem.
Planar graph
A commonly used strategy for routing around local minima is the face traversal of a planar subgraph [2] , [5] , [12] , [17] . The planar subgraph (a graph that has no edge crossovers -that is, all edges intersect at the end points only) is extracted from the full network topology using a distributed algorithm requiring local knowledge only.
To reroute the packet at a local minimum the packet is forwarded along the first edge (in the planar graph) according to the left hand (anticlockwise rotation) or right hand rule (clockwise rotation) from the line drawn between the current node and the destination as illustrated in Figure 3 . At each subsequent node the packet will be forwarded along the edges of the face with a set strategy for face change (discussed later). In the example in Figure 3 the packet is forwarded along the first edge on an anticlockwise rotation from the incoming edge unless the new edge crosses the line drawn between the current node and the destination at a point closer to the destination than the entry point to that face, in which case the next face is entered. For local construction of the planar subgraph two algorithms have been used -the Gabriel Graph (GG)
Advances in
There are three fundamental problems with these strategies. Firstly they rely on the assumption that the network can be represented as an idealized unit disk graph model which assumes that nodes are connected if they are within an equal circular transmission range (edges are defined according to an equal threshold represented by the transmission radius). That is, an edge exists between two nodes u and v (referred to as neighbors) separated by the Euclidean distance d if the transmission radius r > d (u, v). Secondly, they are sensitive to errors in neighbor location (provided through periodic beaconing). Thirdly there is no informed decision regarding direction of traversal (clockwise or anticlockwise) at a local minimum. This means that the packet may traverse the longer way around the boundary as shown in Figure 4 , where a clockwise decision at the local minimum will mean a 7 hop path to the destination and an anticlockwise decision will mean a 20 hop path to the destination.
Compass II [12] proposed, but did not implement, the idea of extracting a planar subgraph from a unit graph using Delaunay Triangulation. Unlike the following protocols Compass II uses compass forwarding (direction) until a local minimum is encountered and forwarding fails. At a local minimum Compass II suggests that a packet may begin by traversing either edge of the planar subgraph. When an edge is reached that intersects the line from the failure point to the destination, the location is recorded and traversal of the current face continues until the face has been fully traversed. At this point the next face is selected for traversal as the face containing the edge with the intersect point that makes the most progress from the entry point of the current face to the destination.
The concept of face traversal was implemented and tested in Greedy-Forward-Greedy (GFG) incorporates GEDIR [2] as its basic geographic forwarding strategy and FACE-2 [18] (planar graph traversal) to recover when Greedy forwarding encounters a local minimum. The FACE-2 algorithm extracts a planar subgraph in the form of a GG. On Greedy failure a packet will traverse the first face using the right hand rule and will change to the adjacent face at the first intersect of the line from the failure point to the destination if that point is closer to the destination than the point where the current face was entered, unlike Compass II which traverses the entire face and looks for the best face. The GFG-sooner-back algorithm (GFG-s) [4] proposed improvements to reduce the hop counts in GFG. Firstly FACE-2 is modified by introducing two hop neighbor information to determine if there is a closer node to allow the packet to exit FACE mode earlier than in the previous FACE-2. Secondly GFG-s proposed a shortcut procedure involving 2-hop neighbor information to check for a shorter path than that provided by the immediate neighbor. The number of hops is further reduced by using the dominant set to minimise the nodes involved in route determination.
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An alternate approach has been proposed to extend the face algorithm proposed by [12] although using Greedy forwarding rather than Compass forwarding. Adaptive Face Routing (AFR) [6] extends FACE with Bounded Face Routing (BFR) which places a bound on face traversal defined by an ellipse with the foci at the source and destination. The size of the bound is initially estimated, and then if BFR fails and the packet returns to the source the bound is increased and the BFR process is repeated to a threshold after which the search is terminated (and so the entire face may not be traversed). This attempts to address the problem of uninformed decisions on boundary traversal (and excessive paths for the wrong choice). However the complete boundary may not be searched, additional bandwidth is consumed by failed searches when the search area must be expanded and paths retraced then repeated, and because searches are reactive latency will be increased. AFR is extended in Greedy Other Adaptive Face Routing (GOAFR+) [21] , [22] . GOAFR uses a dynamically increasing bounding circle centered at the destination (similar to AFR) on Greedy failure and optimises Greedy fallback by keeping two counters which count the number of nodes traversed in face mode which are closer and further from the local minimum failure point. When set criteria are met the packet is permitted to fall back to Greedy mode even though the packet may not be closer to the destination than the failure point. This provides a more efficient solution than AFR but still suffers from the same limitations. The progressive and unnecessary expansion of the boundary circle is partially addressed in Greedy Other Adaptive Face Routing Adaptive Boundary Circle (GOAFR Plus-ABC) [23] where the boundary is set relative to the distance from the destination to a neighboring node furthest from the destination.
Greedy Path Vector Face Routing (GPVFR) [24] proposes that nodes on the planar graph build path vectors for each adjacent face (max 3 hops from each node) by exchanging information in beacons (with only a small increase in beacon size). Routing then uses a tri-modal approach with Greedy forwarding, vector face routing, and face routing as in GPSR. On Greedy failure, path vector face routing uses a greedy algorithm to forward packets to a forward anchor node (up to 4 hops away) along Advances in Information Sciences and Service Sciences Volume 2, Number 2, June 2010 the planar subgraph using the accumulated face vector information. On vector face routing failure, face routing as in GPSR is employed. Although GPVFR attempts to maintain some limited global knowledge it is done through the slow beaconing process and so convergence is an issue. Because of this GPVFR is proposed for quasi static networks (and does not perform in heterogeneous environments). Unrealistically it is suggested that beacon intervals can be reduced to reduce convergence but that will increase congestion and contention. The lack of robustness of the unit graph has been partially addressed in [17] and [25] where a quasidisk planar graph is proposed to accommodate variations in transmission ranges of 1 to √2 (approximately 40%). The graph is defined by two radii r and R where r < R and R / r < √2. The approach in [25] uses a preceding phase (called the completion phase) to establish virtual links between disconnected nodes before extracting the planar subgraph. This approach is refined in [17] to remove unnecessary virtual links to improve efficiency. This does have a small period of local convergence during which local forwarding decisions may be inaccurate; however, there is no global convergence required.
The Cross-Link Detection Protocol (CLDP) [26] offers a face routing solution for arbitrary graphs (real world heterogeneous networks) by trading off increased bandwidth and increased convergence to improve robustness to radio transmission range variations and coverage and to deal with errors in neighbor location information. This is achieved through the use of probing of local links using the right hand rule to eliminate unwanted link crossovers that would otherwise violate the assumption of a unit graph. The process involves two phases, a prepare phase and commit phase after which edges are tagged as dormant or non-routable. Between phases the edges are locked and probe packets may be lost forcing retransmissions. As all edges must be probed multiple times the probing overhead grows as network density increases.
This approach was tested in a limited fashion in an internal environment with statically placed sensor devices so it is difficult to generalise results and make any evaluations. It was tested in more detail in [27] (in the following paragraph) where it was found that CLDP produced considerable control overhead as expected, with nodes in networks of degree between 6 and 14 sending around 1,500 messages per node.
An alternate approach for heterogeneous networks which attempts to reduce the complexity of CLDP and demonstrates better path selection around local minima is Greedy Distributed Spanning Tree Routing (GDTSR) [27] . For robustness GDSTR builds two spanning trees from either side of the network (rooted at Xmin and Xmax). To tailor the tree to geographic network each node represents a convex hull containing all descendant nodes and membership is determined by distance from the root. The tree will span around voids allowing informed decisions for direction of boundary traversal unlike the face routing approaches. To build the tree, additional information is propagated through the network from the root within the keep alive (hello) messages inherent to a beaconing based routing system (as is the case with all the planar based face routing protocols in this section). The problem is that it increases the beacon size and takes 3D (where D is the network diameter in number of nodes) for the tree to converge. On failure it will take a set number of missed beacons to detect a link failure and 3DT (where T is the average beacon interval for re-convergence) which is excessive (although local maintenance may be possible). A 10 hop diameter with 1.5 second average beaconing interval and 3 missed keep alive for link failure would require 19.5 seconds for re-convergence. For larger networks this would be quite unsuitable. They suggest immediate sending of beacon messages on link failure but this will flood the network while it re-converges and produce contention and congestion problems. Because the authors claim convergence can be reduced for both GDTSR and CLDP because of available bandwidth (to reduce probe/beacon intervals on link failure) they failed to measure convergence time which is a huge potential problem. In addition the fail to consider bandwidth is required for destination node location distribution and further diminish the effect of this problem by testing dynamicity by removing nodes rather than implementing node mobility.
The planar graph based protocols offer localised low bandwidth solutions with minimal bandwidth, memory and computational requirements as the distributed algorithms to extract a planar subgraph require little overhead. The main problems with this family of protocols is that they are not very tolerant to location error and can not function in heterogeneous environments as they rely on the assumption of a equal transmission radius and uniform coverage assumed to equate to a unit graph. However real world wireless networks may have dissimilar devices with differing wireless capabilities Review of Location-Aware Routing Protocols Colin Lemmon, Siu Man Lui, Ickjai Lee but all will most probably be affected by environmental factors making the assumption of equal circular radio coverage unrealistic [28] . A partial solution to this problem is offered in the quasi-disk planar approach in [17] and [25] . And the only complete solution is CLDP which has only been tested in a limited static environment so few assumptions can be made regarding performance over a realistic range of network topologies, densities, distributions and with mobility. Another serious problem with this family of protocols (and any other protocol using local knowledge only) is the selection of the wrong direction for boundary traversal at a local minimum. GOAFR+ partially addresses this with bidirectional probing and retracing using a weighted count of nodes that are closer and further from the destination but this is only an estimation and will be more problematic on the outer boundary. This protocol also allows repeated searches at increasing radii which overall will add additional latency to the search process and still may not explore the entire boundary. The spanning tree approach of GDSTR offers an alternative approach to routing in static heterogeneous environments with lower control overhead, better performance (stretch). However this approach like CDLP is suitable for static networks but due to the long convergence time would suffer in dynamic network topologies. The elimination of edges may concentrate traffic but not excessively and may improve throughput by reducing the number of active transmitting devices which will improve spatial diversity and spread contention.
Other approaches attempting to proactively probe void faces include an early approach by [29] who found that looping of boundary probes occurred due to edge crossovers, and routing using boundary state information failed to achieve 100% path completion on static network topologies. Boundary probing using a right-hand neighborhood discovery protocol is suggested in the Face Aware Routing protocol (FAR) [30] . This strategy is based upon face traversal of a planar graph which has limitations as discussed previously.
[31] proposes an on-demand void discover strategy for local minima on an inner void boundary. This approach uses the right hand rule to identify the void, and proposes a rerouting mechanism to select a forwarding side and set a detour around the local minimum that initiated the discovery process. This strategy is functional on a small scale for inner voids of a regular shape, but does not take into account more complex scenarios on the outer boundary and situations where the right hand rule fails due to edge crossovers.
Waypoints (Hybrid)
Waypoints are a scalable solution that is robust in the face of network dynamics. However it concentrates data traffic through fixed areas of the network when alternate paths may exist that would diversify the load, bandwidth consumption and power consumption between nodes.
Terminode routing [8] , [32] uses GPSR for basic routing but scales routing to large network topologies using a hybrid approach to routing. Terminode Local Routing (TLR) maintains distance vector routing tables within a set radius of a node. Terminode Remote Routing (TRR) uses a set of anchor or waypoints to route packets through the network. Anchors are established through a discovery procedure in conjunction with cached anchors from "friend" nodes that are considered reliable. After the anchor point for a destination has been discovered, the list of anchor point vectors is inserted into the packet header and the packet is forwarded progressively though the list using geographic forwarding. When a node is reached which has a distance vector entry for the destination, local information is used to complete the route. The waypoint approach may in some instances offer a scalable solution in large segmented networks, however there will be latency and control overhead involved in discovering and maintaining waypoints. The waypoint approach has the serious problem that it concentrates traffic at waypoints when there are alternate paths through the area that will not be in contention. This strategy may be useful to help scale alternate approaches to larger linked network segment topologies.
Zone based strategies
The problem of scalability can be addressed by dividing the network into regions or zones where nodes within a region only hold local knowledge and a representative node maintains limited global Advances in Information Sciences and Service Sciences Volume 2, Number 2, June 2010 knowledge to route between regions. This minimises the nodes involved in any search strategy and minimises the knowledge required by individual nodes.
Depth first search with dominant sets [1] to reduce the number of nodes involved in routing and thus reduce the number of hops involved in route determination, routing is restricted to the dominant set until the destination is known to the current node. When route failure occurs the packet backtracks to the previous node, which forwards the packet to the next closest neighbor to the destination. This has both advantages and disadvantages. Minimising nodes involved in routing reduces contention. However, relying on a subset of nodes for routing can be a problem in dynamic environments when nodes responsible for routing drop out or move out of their neighborhood, or member nodes move between neighborhoods.
The Scalable Location Update-Based Routing protocol (SLURP) [9] incorporates location management, which divides a geographical area into rectangular regions called home regions. Each node in the network maintains a location table that maps node ID to the corresponding home area ID for all other nodes in the network. Home region locations are obtained by querying the home region, or asking surrounding nodes if they have the location in a large network. For routing, SLURP forwards packets to the center of a home region using MFR without backwards progression. When a node is encountered that is within the destination home region, SLURP checks for a cached route. If no route exists then SLURP uses source routing similar to DSR to discover a route to the destination. MFR is a strange choice as a basic forwarding strategy for reasons discussed in the section on geographic forwarding. The use of flooding for route requests as in DSR consumes bandwidth and suffers from latency involved in the search and the need for route maintenance. Like the waypoints approach the concept of zones is a mechanism to scale existing approaches. The problem with any zone based approach (whether geographic or non-geographic) is neighborhood membership and identification and management of backbone or gateway nodes that represent a neighborhood and redundancy of information held within the gateway nodes for surrounding zones.
Discussion -opportunities
A considerable portion of research effort has been directed towards planar subgraphs and face traversal. In general this approach is limited as it relies on beaconing, is sensitive to location inaccuracy, and all but one approach performs in fully heterogeneous environments and probes faces to allow informed decisions for direction of face traversal. The problem driving research on this strategy is a philosophical restriction regarding the need to use local knowledge only. However practical routing algorithms need to make informed choices on boundaries and some global knowledge is required to do this effectively. Reactive approaches to routing around local minima are either slow or incur excessive overhead (flooding), and protocols such as CDLP and GDSTR which are proactive, suffer overhead and convergence problems as they are complex and maintain much more information than is required for effective routing. A balanced approach to discovering and distributing global knowledge for void and boundary management has not been achieved.
Conclusion
Improving the routing around local minima is a vital issue for geographic routing strategies in adhoc network to be practical. In this paper, current and previous research relating to ad-hoc routing protocols are reviewed, an introduction to routing in ad-hoc wireless networks, and overview of conventional ad-hoc routing strategies and a comprehensive review of geographic routing protocols are presented. There are several important research questions emerge from the literature review 1) How to reduce the incidence of local minima with a suitable link cost/ metrics, 2) How to acquire and maintain boundary information effectively for better identification of local minima, 3) Can the problem of local minima for beaconless forwarding be addressed more effectively? More research effort is called for investigating the approaches to improve current geographic routing protocols for routing in ad-hoc network. In particular, to minimize local minima by improving the effectiveness of the basic geographic forwarding strategies and to investigate minimal approaches to boundary probing and boundary mapping.
